
>> In the following segment you will 

observe instruction with an early learner. 

To ensure a fast pace of instruction and 

sufficient easy trials, you will observe the use 

of objects in addition to the card sort. 

>> (Background noise) Ready hands. 

Stack cups. 

Touch knees. 

Touch knees. 

Good touching knees. 

Touch knees. 

Ready hands. 

Do this. Nice. 

Here's a cereal. 

>> The teacher starts her session 

with presentation of easy trials. 

>> Ready hands. 

Stack cups. 

Touch knees. 

>> However, the student made an error for 

the receptive direction touch your knees. 

>> Touch knees. 

>> The teacher ran an error correction procedure 

and represented the child with a prompt. 

>> Good touching knees. 



Touch knees. 

Ready hands. 

Do this. (Background noise) 

Nice, here's a cereal. 

>> However, because of the student's low VR she 

reinforced him on a distractor trial as opposed 

to going through the entire 

error correction sequence. 

She then came back on the next run and presented 

the check trial for that receptive error. 

>> Touch your knees. 

Good touching knees. 

>> And reinforced immediately 

after his successful response. 

>> Give ball. 

Ball. Put on. 

Good job, Adam. 

>> The teacher presented several runs of easy 

items again to maintain successful responding, 

contact with reinforcement, 

and student cooperation. 

>> Ready hands. 

Stand up. Show me jumping. 

Jumping. Come here. 

>> Note that the come here was part of the 



reinforcer because it has been correlated 

in the past with delivery of hugs and bounces. 

>> Stand down. 

Clap your hands. 

>> You may notice a dense 

presentation of receptive trials. 

The reason for this is to allow the student 

to have sufficient opportunities 

for successful responses. 

>> Say papa. 

>> Papa. 

>> Ready hands. 

Do this. Nice job. 

Give. 

( Background noise ) 

>> Ready hands. 

Good ready hands. 

What is it? 

Blocks. What is it? 

Blocks. Adam do this. 

(Clapping) Show me waving. 

Good waving. 

Ready hands. 

What is it? 

Blocks. 



>> (Background noise) Teachers 

will not always be able 

to fade a prompt completely 

during the transfer trial. 

In this case, the teacher used a 

partial fade of the prompt for block 

and because she did her transfer 

trial at that partial fade level, 

when she ran her check trial, 

she also used that same level 

of prompting to ensure the correct response. 

>> (Background noise) Stack cups. 

( Background noise ) 

>> (Background noise) Nice stacking cups. 

Put in. Nice. 

( Background noise ) 

>> (Background noise) Do this. 

Good tapping. 

Give. 

( Background noise ) 

>> (Background noise) Give flowers. 

Flowers. Good job, Adam. 

What is this? 

Cookie. Stand up. 

Come here. 



>> In this run through the student presents 

problem behavior in the form of biting his hand. 

>> Say mama. 

Put together. 

( Background noise ) 

>> Give legos. 

>> The teacher immediately responds by 

redirecting him to show ready hands. 

>> (Background noise) Ready hands. 

( Background noise ) 

>> Put together. 

Stack. 

( Background noise ) 

>> Nice stacking. 

>> The session ends with the 

teacher presenting a few easy trials 

that ensure cooperative responding and 

end with delivery of reinforcement. 

>> (Background noise) Show me ready hands. 

Give me a high five. 

Touch your ears. 

Good touching ears. 

>> In this session the teacher 

presented a total of 40 trials 

in 12 run-throughs, which 



resulted in a VR of 3.3. 

The student's set VR is 3 so it was 

well within the acceptable limits. 

95%of the trials presented were easy trials and 

only 5% included target items or hard items. 

As the student demonstrates 

cooperation with instruction, 

we then begin fade in a higher 

ratio of hard items. 


